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Dear ........................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................

On the behalf of State Bank of Vietnam, Banking Academy, Monetary Policy
Department, and Forecasting and Statistics Department are co-organizing an international
conference entitled “Evolution of monetary policy framework after the global financial
crisis”. We invite the submission of papers in all areas of monetary policy framework,
especially papers related to the management of central banks after the financial crisis. The
conference will be held in Hanoi for one day, 20th of December 2017. The conference
program will consist of paper presentation with discussants, keynote speakers and panel
discussions from central banks’ representatives. This provides an excellent venue for
prominent academics, researchers, policy institutions’ leaders and representatives to share
and discuss research findings, experiences and practical issues.
The suitable framework for the conduct of monetary policy has been a major issue
confronted by many central banks since the global financial crisis. The conventional
monetary policy has been challenged due to the disruption of interbank market in
particular and financial market in general as well as the zero lower bound for interest rate.
In response for these problems, major central banks have adopted a wide range of
unconventional monetary policy measures, in an effort to stimulate the declining
economic activity. The challenges for central banks in emerging countries are even more
acute due to the pressure from exchange rate, volatile capital flows, and structural
economic reforms… The conference “Evolution of monetary policy framework after the
global financial crisis” will lead to active and fruitful exchanges of ideas among
participants, from theoretical to practical and empirical ones, including, but not limited to,
the following topics:
-

Unconventional monetary policy tools,

-

New monetary policy transmission channels,

-

Negative interest rate policy,

-

Financial supervision model,

-

Macro prudential policy framework,

-

New models for financial and monetary forecasting,

-

Experiences on monetary policy implementation from central banks.

Completed papers should be submitted in electronic form via email to
empf2017@gmail.com no later than 10th November, 2017 and title your files in this order
“EMPF2017_authorsname”. Please include your contact information and affiliation.
Accepted papers will get the opportunity to be published on the conference proceedings
under the review of a joint editorial committee.
Submission guidelines
Format guidelines: Paper size A4, Font Times New Roman, size 12pt, Line
spacing: 1.5 Multiple. Left margin: 3 cm, all other margins: 2 cm.
Each submission must include Paper Title, Author information (including details of
full-name, title, workplace, phone number and email), Abstract (150-200 words),
Keywords, Main discussion and References.
Should you require any information, please contact Mr. Chu Khanh Lan via
telephone +84-1234120196, or by email: lanck@hvnh.edu.vn.
Your sincerely,
On the behalf of Organizing Committee
Chairman

Dr. Bui Tin Nghi
President of Banking Academy

